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Abstract

proach is therefore hest
forsuited
accurate modeling of fields,
whereas the rectangle program is better suited to make fast
Calculation of ultrasound fields from medical transducerssimulatedimages,sincecontributionsfrom
many scatterers
is often done by applying linear acoustics
and using the are summed
here and the error is therebyreduced.
Tupholme-Stepanishen method of calculation. Here the spatial impulse response is found and, together with the basic
one-dimensional pulse, it is used to find both the emitted
and pulse-echo field. The spatial impulse response has only
been determined analvticallv for a few eeometries and usingapodization over the transducer surfacegenerallymakes
1 Introduction
it impossible to find the response analytically. A popular approach to find the general field is thus to split the aperture into
small rectangles, and then sum the weighted response from
The optimization of fields from ultrasound transducers and
each of these. The problemwith rectangles is their poor fit to
thereby image qualityis most conveniently performed by usapertures which do not have straight edges, such as circular
ing computer simulations. The model most often preferred
and oval shapes. The simulation thus introduces artifacts in
for the calculationof the field is that developed by Tupholme
the response, that necessitates the use of a large number of
and Stepanishen [2],[3], [4].Here thespatial impulse rerectangles for a precise simulation.
sponse is calculated, and i t describes the field at a particular
A triangle better fits these aperture shapes, and the field
point in space, when the transducer is excited with a delta imfrom a triangle hasrecently been derived [l]. A new field pulse. The approach is based on the Rayleigh integral, and
simulation program has been made based on the triangular relies on linear propagationof the emitted sound. Themodel
shape. It is written in C and interfaced to the Matlah environ- is very general and can he used for calculating the field for
ment through a set of M-files. A large number of transducers
flat and slightly curved transducersi n pulsed and continuous
can be definedand their properties manipulated.Theprowave mode, and can yield both the emitted and pulse-echo
gram can calculate all types of ultrasound fields, and can also field from small scatterers [ 5 ] . One drawbackof the approach
he used for simulating B-mode and color flow images. Both
is, however, that solutions are difficult to derive for many
the focusing and apodization can be set to be dynamic with transducer geometries, and that apodization also is difficult
respect to time, and it is thus possibleto simulate images foto incorporate.
cused at different zones. The time-integrated spatial impulse
response is used in the program to minimize the effect of the
One possible method for alleviating this problem is to disharp edgesof the spatial impulse responsein a sampled sig- vide the transducer surface into smaller areas with a known
nal. Since the integrated response from a triangular element field, and then sum the contributions fromall the elementary
cannot be analytically evaluated, a simple numerical integra- areas. This has heen done by using rectangles [6], and a far
tion is used.
field approximation for thefield from therectangles. The apUsing this program, the geometrical artifacts from fitting proach is very fast, but has the problem that fitting rectangles
the aperture with a basic element are significantly reduced to a curved radiator necessitates the use of many rectangles
for a good fit. A much better fit is ohtained with a triangle,
and is in mostinstances negligible. The time for running
the program is, however, increased by a factor of 3.3 to 1000 but it is only recently that the field from a triangle has been
compared to using the simple far-fieldresponse
of a rectangle, known [ 11. This paper describes a field simulation program
as the triangle equations are far more complicated. This ap- based on the newly developed triangle solution.
I
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Figure 1: Intersection of spherical waves from the field point
by the triangle, when the field point is projected onto the
plane of the triangle.

Figure 2: Triangles used for calculating the spatial impulsc
response.

convolvedwith the ultrasound pulse, and is thereby handlimited. It is thus not the high frequency components
that
are very important, but the actual energy of the response. A
The spatial impulse response is found from theintegral given better accuracy can he attained by using the integrated spaby:
tial impulse response to account for all the energy. This is
done in the program through a simple trapezoidal integration
followed by a digital differentiation. This significantly lowers the demand on the sampling frequency, and is equal to
It is essentially a statement of Huyghen's principle that the other authors' increase of sampling frequency at discontinufield is found by summing the radiated spherical waves from ities. Here the discontinuities are, however, explicitly taken
all parts of the aperture. This can also be reformulated, due into account. and the preservation of the energy in the reto acoustic reciprocity, as finding the part of the spherical sponse is ensured.
wave emanating from the field point that intersects the aperIt should be noted that the solution used here is exact, and
ture. The problem is then reduced to projectingthe field pointthat no approximation in calculating the field for Rat transonto the plane coinciding with the triangle, and then finding ducers is introduced. The only source of error is, thus, the
the intersection of the circle with the triangle as shown in aliasing introduced by the finite sampling frequency.
Fig. I . The intersections then depend on the orientation of
the triangle, and the calculation is eased by introducing three
triangles. that have one edge point at the field point. Three 3 The FIELD program
different cases then arise as shown in Fig. 2, and the fields are
given by:
The triangle solution described here is an extension of the

2 Simulationusingtriangles

FIELDprogram that has been developed and improved since
I
- ( ~ , , ~ ) = h r ~ ( ~ ~ , f ) ~ h r , ( T ; . f ) - - h ~ ~ 1991.
( T ; , tThe
) original program was based on a menu interface.
and
could
I1
h ( F , . f ) = I ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ . t ) + h r , ( ~ ~ , t ) - - h r , ( r i , t ) readily he used without much experience. The lim111
h ( ~ ~ , f ) = I ~ h r ~ ( ~ ~ , t ) + h h r ~ ~ ~ l ,itation
f ) + ~forr this
, ( ~ lversion
, t ) was that time-varying focusing and
apodization could not he implemented easily, and therefore
The calculation of the field is then reduced to merely find- ultrasound imaging was not easy to simulate with this program. A FIELDI1 version was developed with a very close
ingtheintersections with the circle andthe triangle. Five
different cases exist, as shown in [ l].
interface to the Matlab environment to address this probleln.
The spatial impulseresponse calculatedhas discontinu- Procedures for describing transducers and doing field calcuities, when the projected spherical wave intersect the edges lations are then directly called from Matlah and it is possihlc
of thetriangles. Thiscreatesproblems in a sampled sys- to have both time-dependent focusing and apodization. Using
k m , since the response has components for infinitely high the Matlab environment, it is possible to make field simulafrequencies. The spatial impulse response will, however, he tion scripts, and this has made it possible to directly simulate
Case
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ultrasound imagingin software. Such imagingis described in
~71.
The current version of the program consists of roughly
5500 lines of standard ANSI C. About 1500 of these lines of
code is used for the triangle solution. The program bas been
successfully compiled and run on all major workstations and
the PC. The major featuresof the programare:

.
.
..
.
.
..
.
..
.

Transducer modeled by dividing it into rectangles and
triangles.
C program interfaced to Matlab.
Matlab used as front end.
Can handle any transducer geometry.
d
Physical understanding of transducer.
10'
30'
l"4
he-defined types:
linear
and
phased
arrays,
2D
arrays,
..
round plane and concave apertures.
Any focusing, apodization, and excitation Pulse can be Figure 3: Error of calculated response as a function of samused.
pling frequency
Time-dependent focusing and apodization.
Cancalculate all types of fields (emitted, received,
theCW)
pulsed,
next figure. This is for a 64-element
linear-may
transCan generate artificial ultrasound images (phased and
linear array images with multiple receive and transmit
"W
'
Resoon6e fa h = I M M H 2
5.6,
foci).
Data storage notnecessary.
Postorocessine in Matlah
Versions for: ~DECStation (MIPS, ALPHA), HP, SUN,
SGI and PC (should he portable toall computers, where
Matlab
is
-00

U

i

program
The
can found
he
at the web
site: http://www.it.dtu.dW-jaj/field/field.html,
where the executahle code freely can he downloaded.

4 Performance
The quantity affecting the accuracy of the approach is the
sampling frequency, as aliasing will take place due to the
sharp discontinuities of the spatial impulse responses. The
effect of this on the pulse-echo response received from a collection of scatterers is shown in Fig. 3. Here a 32-element
linear-array transducer is used. Each element has
a width 0.15
mm, a kerf of 0.05 mm, andthe height is 10 mm. Each physical element is divided into two triangles. The focus
is 60 mm
from the face of the aperture. A random collection of 200
scatterers with a Gaussian distribution of amplitudes within
i n a box of 10 by 5 by 5 mm placed 30 mm from the center
of
the transducer is used as the target. The calculated response
at 2 GHz is compared with responses from other sampling
frequencies. It can be seen that using sampling frequencies
below 100 MHz is not advisable, and a 10% accuracy is attained at 300 MHz. This might seem like a high error, hut
quite precise results for the point spread function can be attained even at moderate sampling frequencies, as shown in
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Figure 4: Point spread function of 64 element linear array
calculated for different sampling frequencies. There is 6 dB
between the contour lines.
ducer excited by a 3 cycle 5 MHz pulse, and the envelope
of the pulse-echo response is shown on a logarithmic scale.
A sampling frequency of 100 MHz and 2 GHz are used,and
nearly identical responses down to -36 dB areseen.
Fig. 5 shows a comparison between using rectangles and
triangles in the simulation. The top graph shows the attainable accuracy when using a different number of rectangles. A
square transducer of 4 x 4 mm was used, and the response
calculated was compared to the correct response forgiven
the
sampling frequency. The pulse-echo field is calculated, and
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culated. Other more efficient solutions might be found. Secondly, a numerical integration ofthe responses are performed.
A significant speed increase could be obtained, if a closed
form solution to the equation:
Bint(t) =

r(t) =
could
be
found.
Here
I ,k l , k 2 ,

arccos

( F)
+

dt

JF

(2)

c is the speed of sound
and

k ~ k4, are constants. Thirdly,it is quite possiblethat

a further optimization of the code might increasethe performance.
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